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Abstract: We discuss situational analysis as an auspicious method for researchers in childhood studies due to its critical-reflexive approach towards power relations, marginalization, and relationalities of collective action—which are topical issues within childhood studies. Especially the position of "implicated actors" (CLARKE & MONTINI, 1993, p.45), a key concept of social worlds/arenas theory, seems conducive towards research about children. However, we also raise concerns about potentially re-marginalizing children in and through research when it is assumed that, as implicated actors, they are not involved in social worlds/arenas and therefore also not involved in social action. We discuss the methodological potentials and pitfalls of social worlds/arenas maps and the use of the concept of implicated actors to analyze children and childhood. We draw from empirical projects and central conceptual debates within childhood studies and focus on three theses: With social worlds/arenas maps 1. researchers are at risk of rendering children invisible; 2. researchers cannot (yet) capture the intragenerational relations of children (as implicated actors); 3. researchers cannot fully account for a relational understanding of children and childhood. Based on these considerations, we suggest how to enable and reconsider the analysis of children and childhood with social worlds/arenas maps using situational analysis.
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1. Introduction

Since the publication of Adele E. CLARKE's monograph "Situational Analysis: Grounded Theory After the Postmodern Turn" (2005), a growing number of researchers have shown interest in this "theory/methods package" (CLARKE & STAR, 2008, p.117). As researchers have integrated situational analysis (SA) into different methodological traditions and in new disciplines and fields, a lively discussion about its methodological potentials and limits has ensued (e.g., DIAZ-BONE, 2013; GAUDITZ et al., 2023; MATHAR, 2008; WHISKER, 2018). Due to the range of integrated theoretical traditions in the methodology of SA, researchers in different fields were attracted to this method. However, because of this theoretical variety, researchers must thoughtfully adapt SA analytical approaches to the researched phenomenon and reconcile them with the discipline's specific key concepts. We begin our discussion of SA with this hurdle in mind and with particular attention paid to social worlds/arenas maps—one of four types of maps in SA (CLARKE, FRIESE & WASHBURN, 2018)—from a childhood studies perspective. [1]

Childhood studies is a diverse and interdisciplinary research field. Researchers in the field are concerned with various aspects of children's lives and their positions as children in society as well as the understanding and social construction of the child and childhood (for an overview see BÜHLER-NIEDERBERGER, 2020 [2011]; CANOSA & GRAHAM, 2020; PUNCH, 2020; QVORTRUP, CORSARO & HONIG, 2009). The social position of children is structured by the generational order, which is "a complex set of social processes through which people become (and are constructed as) 'children' while other people become (and are constructed as) 'adults'" (ALANEN, 2001, pp.20f.). We identify SA as an auspicious method for researchers in childhood studies because of the critical and reflexive approach toward power relations and marginalization with roots in feminist research (EUNICKE & MIKATS, 2023; OFFENBERGER, 2019). [2]

As researchers in the field of childhood studies, we feel the attractiveness of the social worlds/arenas approach lies in its versatility as a methodological tool to examine collective commitments, relations, arenas of action, and controversies and debates. This versatility is particularly appealing because we study children and childhood from a generational perspective in three different domains: home-school relations, schools, and families (see Section 2). CLARKE (1991) specified that with a social worlds/arenas approach, researchers would focus "on collective actors of many types including but not limited to formal organizations" (p.129). However, the theoretical anchoring of collective action in social worlds/arenas might become one of the central challenges for understanding the situatedness of children as social actors who often cannot be considered as collectively organized groups. Following the postcolonial researcher Gayatri C. SPIVAK (1988), Manfred LIEBEL (2020)—a children's rights researcher—pointed out that children were *subalterns* who remained unheard and lived frequently under conditions that prevented them from organizing themselves in collectivities: "This is not because the subalterns cannot speak, but because their speech is not
given prominence in hegemonic discourse" (p.111). In social worlds/arenas maps, this lack of collective organization indicates that actors are implicated, which means that they are "silenced or only discursively present" (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.76) and thus not considered to be participating in social worlds/arenas: "Neither kind of implicated actor is actively involved in the actual negotiations of self-representation in the social world or arena, nor are their thoughts or opinions or identities explored or sought out by other actors" (CLARKE & STAR, 2008, p.119). [3]

Especially from the perspective of childhood studies, it is remarkable that CLARKE et al. (2018) have included the position of implicated actors in the SA methodology and, in doing so, opened the door to look at "the situatedness of less powerful actors in the situation and the consequences of others' action for them" (p.76). Despite SA not (yet) being an established method in childhood research, those researchers already established with using SA have already validated positioning children as implicated actors in their maps (e.g., GRUNAU, 2021; MARR, 2020; VIVIANI, 2016). In this article, we raise concerns of re-marginlizing children in and through research, when researchers conceptualize them as implicated actors, and, in doing so, assume that children are not involved in "social action" (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.150, emphasis added). [4]

In this contribution, we share our experiences of working with social worlds/arenas maps as a tool within the scope of three empirical projects with and about children and childhood. In these qualitative multi-method and multi-site research projects, we focused on children whom we studied in home-school relations (EUNICKE, Section 3.1), in schools (GLOTZ, Section 3.2), and in families (MIKATS, Section 3.3). We started the methodological and conceptual discussion presented in this article by asking all three authors the same question in their respective research projects: Why do we struggle to appropriately conceptualize children with social worlds/arenas maps, despite the seemingly perfect fit between SA and childhood studies? With this article, we thus aim to discuss the potentials and pitfalls of using the concept of implicated actors within social worlds/arenas maps for the analysis of children and childhood. In doing so, we provide a methodological contribution to SA and especially to social worlds/arenas maps from a childhood studies perspective. [5]

We begin the article by presenting social worlds/arenas theory and mapping and then introduce the concept of implicated actors in greater detail (Section 2). In the presentations of three central theses, we draw from our empirical work and core concepts of childhood studies (Section 3). Ultimately, based on these considerations, we suggest whether and how to approach children as implicated actors in social worlds/arenas maps, and thus facilitate reconsideration of SA from a childhood studies perspective (Section 4). [6]

---

1 All translations from non-English texts are ours.
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2. Social Worlds/Arenas Theory and Mapping in SA

Two central promises are connected to the methodological concept of social worlds and arenas as introduced by CLARKE (2005): to become more absorbed by the situation and to obtain a better overview of collectives and "sites of action" (p.86) with a "birds eye view" (MATHAR, 2008, §23). CLARKE et al. (2018) claimed that this "big-picture analysis of social action" was "rarely done in qualitative inquiry" (p.150). In doing so, they addressed trends in qualitative research in which researchers focused on individuals and did not include social action by "aware and committed collectivities" (ibid.). [7]

The development of social worlds theory can be illustrated as a journey from territorial to professional to discursive conceptualizations. Ideas on social worlds can be traced back to studies of the Hull House movement (GRUENBERG KOLLEKTIV, 2020) and the Chicago School. In this era, researchers drew from maps of social worlds to focus on social as well as territorial or geographical spaces. In symbolic interactionism, an increasing de-territorialization of the concept of social worlds began (SCHÜTZE, 2016). Social worlds were used and revised to analyze professional work. To accomplish this, researchers incorporated a professional organizational framework and focused the concept on the interactions of collective (and adult) actors in their professions and the relations between different social worlds (ibid.). However, CLARKE et al. (2018) criticized this approach of centering the view on powerful collective actors and disregarding less powerful or silent actors. Ultimately, CLARKE et al. modified the understanding of social worlds/arenas to overcome the formerly narrow associations of social worlds with territorial boundaries, professions, organizations, and the function of action. [8]

To integrate notions of power and marginalization, CLARKE et al. turned to relational perspectives, collective action, and extended social worlds/arenas with a post-structural, discourse-analytic orientation. They defined social worlds as "meaning making worlds that organize people's commitment to action" (CLARKE & KELLER, 2014, §25). Based on these commitments, people's lives are shaped by various collectives, such as family, (professional) disciplines, organizations, or leisure groups (ibid.)—places where consent and interpretive authority are contested. Different representatives of social worlds meet and negotiate central issues in arenas: "An arena happens where multiple worlds intersect, where their interests intersect" (§36). In this respect, arenas are places of dispute: "sites of negotiations" and "discursive sites" (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.73). Tom MATHAR (2008) argued that the main difference between social worlds and arenas would be their size. Alternatively, CLARKE et al. (2018) stressed that there is a difference in the fluidity of social worlds and arenas; the latter usually stays longer, while the others come and go and are re-constructed in arenas. Still, this fluidity of social worlds should not be understood as accidental: In an interview with Reiner KELLER (2014) about SA and the concept of social worlds, CLARKE answered the question, "It's not just people lingering together in the same place" with an emphatic, "No, no, not at all" (§29). Later, CLARKE elaborated by using the example of a park:
"Anybody can stop and watch the skating but there are regulars who come to skate all the time, so they form a social world. They know about skating in the park—they are the 'insiders' of that world while the observers are outsiders looking in—unless they become regulars!! Change their positions!" (§32). [9]

Social worlds and their subworlds can be informal or organizational. Individuals can move between these social worlds. However, it is vital that researchers do not view these worlds as sites of "singular acts of individual action" (STRÜBING, 2021 [2004], p.120), but rather as sites of collective commitments. In the development of the mapping strategies for SA, CLARKE et al. (2018) thus drew on social worlds/arenas theory to facilitate the analysis of sites of collective commitment and action. In doing so, they introduced a conceptual toolbox with "sensitizing concepts to help in creating and especially in analyzing social worlds/arenas maps" (p.149). Implicated actors/actants are one of these concepts with which researchers turn to (power) relations and relationships in social worlds and arenas or the situation in general (CLARKE & MONTINI, 1993; CLARKE & STAR, 2008). The position of implicated actors is characterized by a lack of self-representation and/or active participation in social worlds/arenas (CLARKE et al., 2018). Accordingly, with the concept of implicated actors, researchers explicitly focus not only on collective action, but also on actors/actants who are not organized in social worlds. They are represented on social worlds/arenas maps as "atomized—i.e., there is no collective social action" (MATHAR, 2008, §24). Although implicated actors are not collective social actors, the actions in the arenas nevertheless have consequences for them (CLARKE et al., 2018). Moreover, other actors negotiate and define what implicated actors are, think or need, mostly to advance their own interests and concerns, and not those of implicated actors (ibid.). [10]

For the creation of social worlds/arenas maps, CLARKE et al. proposed several questions that accompany the mapping process by writing memos. These questions—that should be answered for every single social world and every arena on a map—range from questions concerning the work and commitment of the social world at hand, the internal and external definitions of social worlds, technologies, significant discourse topics, as well as the question regarding which additional data should be collected (ibid.). With these questions, CLARKE et al. emphasized that mapping is part of an analytical process, and the maps (like all the other maps of SA) are thus work-in-progress maps. Working with them should provoke new thoughts and perspectives on the situation, which we now demonstrate with our experiences of social worlds/arenas mapping from a childhood studies perspective. [11]
3. Experiences With Social Worlds/Arenas Maps for Research on Children and Childhood

In our work with social worlds/arenas maps, we were driven by the idea that these maps are "especially useful in analyzing the different perspectives and positions of different worlds on key issues and seeing power in action in arenas" (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.148). This is an idea that we see reflected in ongoing debates—on a theoretical but also on a methodological level—in the field of childhood studies, in which researchers critique and aim to overcome a generalized figure of "the individualized monadic child which carries or holds agency unto itself" (SPYROU, ROSEN & COOK, 2018, p.4). Thus, the baseline for our discussion and reflection on social worlds/arenas maps from a childhood studies perspective is the following question: "How are the child, children, childhood constituted by, and involved in the constitution of" (p.13) the situation? [12]

With empirical examples of our projects, we underline that our methodological considerations are grounded in the specific situation and thus in the constitution of the child, children, and childhood in home-school relations, schools, and families from a generational perspective. In SA, as a theory/methods package, researchers must not use the method as a servant of their theoretical assumptions but ground these theoretical assumptions empirically (CLARKE, 2005). Therefore, with each of the following three theses, we address a topical issue in childhood studies and illustrate the match with SA's analytical approaches. We discuss the theses by first looking at the broader map and then by zooming in on implicated actors' positioning within the map.

1. By combining the institutionalization of childhood with the organizational focus of social worlds/arenas maps, researchers are at risk of rendering children invisible (Section 3.1).

2. By reconstructing children as implicated actors in social worlds/arenas maps, researchers cannot (yet) capture the intragenerational relations of children (as implicated actors) (Section 3.2).

3. By conceptualizing children as implicated actors in social worlds/arenas maps, researchers cannot account for a relational understanding of children and childhood because their insights remain (still) too one-dimensional (Section 3.3). [13]

By presenting these three theses, we investigate the potentials and pitfalls of using the concept of implicated actors within social worlds/arenas maps to analyze children and childhood. Firstly, we start each section by embedding the thesis in theoretical discussions within childhood studies and elaborating on how we reconciled these concepts with the theoretical foundation of SA, particularly using the social worlds/arenas theory. Secondly, we introduce the background of each project, with which we, thirdly, illustrate the thesis empirically. [14]
3.1 Thesis 1: Researchers are at risk of rendering children invisible

Cindi KATZ (2008) conceptualized childhood as a *spectacle* because representatives of multiple social worlds invest in childhood to provide security for current and future economically uncertain times: "[C]hildren are a bulwark against ontological insecurity and other anxieties about the future" (pp.9f.). They pointed out the ambivalence of modern childhoods: While in a neoliberal era, the social wage has been increasingly privatized, "the investment in children [...] seems more collectivized than in earlier periods" (ibid.). Researchers in childhood studies have called this collectivization the institutionalization of childhood (e.g., BOLLIG, NEUMANN, BETZ & JOOS, 2018; ZEIHER, 2009). [15]

Two different understandings of institutionalization can be found. Firstly, researchers use the term to describe that children spend more time in (formal) institutions like school or kindergarten and less time "freely in the outdoor urban and rural space" (HOLLOWAY & PIMLOTT-WILSON, 2014, p.623). With this most common understanding of institutionalization, researchers can address the institutions of childhood (ESSER & SCHRÖER, 2019). Consequently, researchers have focused on expanding and emerging new (educational) institutions for children in the global north, especially for early childhood (TERVOOREN, 2021). Secondly, researchers use the term to describe childhood as an institution itself that structures and is structured by the generational relations between childhood and adulthood. Helga ZEIHER (2009) defines the institution of childhood "as a configuration of social processes, discourses, legal, temporal and spatial structures that shape children's lives at a particular time in a particular society" (p.105). As a result, we can see growing efforts to control childhood as an institution, for example, in Germany through the emergence of educational curricula (BETZ & EUNICKE, 2017; TERVOOREN, 2021). [16]

We link these two perspectives of institutionalization with social worlds/arenas maps: Arenas of childhood are characterized by (adult-led) formal institutions in which children spend a significant part of their time and by a growing interest in governing childhood as an institution. This leads to the establishment of new or modified institutions and/or social worlds with a shared interest in designing childhood. Following this approach, the question for social worlds/arenas maps is: Besides (and with) institutionalized forms of collectivities and in the situation of a growing institutionalization of childhood, how can we grasp the collective action of children in, connected to, and outside of institutions? We answer this question empirically based on the project presented below. [17]

---

2 We argue that the configuration of childhood shapes the lives of adults as well.
3.1.1 Background of the project: The order of the family in home-school relations

In Germany, there has been a public interest in governing childhood as an institution. Beginning in the 1980s, families, especially parents, have been made more responsible for the (successful) upbringing of their children (ibid.). In educational policy debates, there has thus been a request to intensify parental work (JERGUS, KRÜGER & ROCH, 2018) in elementary schools. In this project, Nicoletta EUNICKE researched the situation of the order of the family in relation to the elementary school in Germany. They conceptualized this order of the family (DONZELOT, 1979 [1977]) in home-school relations with a generational perspective (PUNCH, 2020) and the dispositif3 (FOUCAULT, 1978a [1977]) as a theoretical framework. They focused on the generational relations that order and stabilize specific and powerful knowledge about how the family is reconstructed in home-school relations. They designed their study by adopting "[m]ultisite strategies" (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.228) through which childhood and family are ordered in/through different social worlds/arenas, including heterogeneous perspectives focusing on school staff, policy and, most importantly, on children that have been widely marginalized in research on home-school relations (BETZ, BISCHOFF-PABST, EUNICKE & MENZEL, 2020). The sample and data collection included qualitative guided interviews (BROOKER, 2020) with children (average age 8-9, n=42), their teachers (n=6), one school principal and two school social workers from five heterogeneous elementary schools in Hesse and Rhineland-Palatinate in Germany. In the interviews, conducted in the context of the study "Children Between Barriers and Chances" (Goethe-University Frankfurt/Main and Bertelsmann Foundation), EUNICKE and their colleagues focused on children's experiences with home-school relations.4 EUNICKE further included political-governmental documents as well as documents on and materials from the respective schools under observation in the sample. They used all four types of maps available in SA circularly and created memos and several different maps; focusing on positional maps was particularly insightful for the analysis (EUNICKE & MIKATS, 2023). The following section, however, focuses on social worlds/arenas maps. [18]

---

3 Dispositifs are a system of heterogeneous ensembles of disparate elements, including discursive and non-discursive practices (WRANA & LANGER, 2007). CLARKE et al. (2018) saw resonance between the concept of dispositif and situation, as in both concepts "the relations per se […] are potent, not the entities themselves" (p.83).

4 The research procedure in the project was reviewed and approved by the ethics committee of the German Society for Educational Science and the data protection commissioners of the two federal states (for details see BETZ et al., 2020).
3.1.2 Empirical illustration: Looking out for children with a social worlds/arena map

In the following discussion of EUNICKE’s social worlds/arena map, we argue that because of the institutionalization of childhood and the organizational focus of social worlds/arenas maps, researchers are at risk of rendering children invisible. With the map, EUNICKE showed how different social worlds struggle in the arena—which, in this particular map, is the order of the family in home-school relations. This map is a condensed version with the aim of better readability.

![Figure 1: Social worlds/arena map: Order of the family in home-school relations. Please click here for an enlarged version of Figure 1.](image)

Firstly, we draw attention to the empirical relevance of the (theoretical thesis of) institutionalization of childhood (and family when it is constructed as a place of upbringing for children\(^5\)). EUNICKE mapped the social world of the state as very dominant across the arena and included various segments such as the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs of the federal states. For example, the Ministry of Education in Rhineland-Palatinate ran a coordination office for parental work, which operated a website for parents. Through this, they published various flyers and other discourse materials (CLARKE et al., 2018) through which they shaped home-school relations. Additionally, other social worlds (e.g., training institutes, teacher representative councils, or the sciences) were professionalized social worlds meaning that people—namely adults—spent their (mostly paid) work time here. They could draw on financial resources and had a high symbolic power (e.g., training certificates and institutionalized structures). So, although the arena was about family in home-school relations, it was not only school or family-internal social worlds which were concerned with institutionalizing childhood and family. In doing these social worlds/arenas maps, EUNICKE turned their analytical attention to these many and often highly professionalized social worlds, which were especially important not only for this researched situation, but for most arenas of childhood. However, by looking at this spectacle (KATZ, 2008) of social worlds, researchers

\(^5\) By placing the social world of family lightly in the arena on this map, EUNICKE showed that only a small part of what family is and does is made relevant in this arena. Family is mapped also as an implicated actor (top half of the map) to indicate that in the arena family does not act collectively. Individual family actors, however, are collectivized in different social worlds.
are at risk of rendering children invisible, as discussed in the following arguments. [20]

Secondly, we observe the position of children in this social worlds/arena map. Most obviously, children can be located as pupils in their councils. At first glance they can be studied by analogy to similar social worlds, such as the parent council (Sections 3.3 and 4). In both social worlds (pupil and parent councils) EUNICKE clustered various segments. Children are, for example, included in social worlds like the class conference or the state pupil representatives. Thus, at a first glance, children seemed very engaged in the arena. However, EUNICKE plotted elementary school pupils as implicated actors at the top of the map. This was due to the elementary school having been designed, for example, by law, as a place where children first had to be introduced to political action within the school. Only since the passing of a new version of the Rhineland-Palatinate School Act in June 2020 has it been mandated that primary school pupils also participate in a representative body. In the past, this was simply a vague appeal rather than being conceived as a mandate to be institutionalized; collective rights were thus much weaker. Consequently, for the present sample, there were class representatives but no pupil councils, so children were “not organized into a social world of collective actors” (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.154). Therefore, EUNICKE drew this social world into the arena on a large scale and with only a few overlaps. Furthermore, children might represent their own and other children's interests in the formalized social world of class representatives. Still, they represent themselves as pupils, which is only a tiny part of being a child in home-school relations. To summarize, in doing this social worlds/arena map, EUNICKE related social worlds, including children, to other social worlds and followed the child through the map. This relational perspective revealed that children in this arena are seldom collectively organized and, if so, not as children but in their position as older pupils in organized settings. [21]

Thirdly, we raise the question as to the extent actors in informal social worlds have their say in this arena when the researchers and readers (by engaging with and looking at the map) focus on the multiplicity of formalized social worlds. Therefore, as EUNICKE's interest in the project was especially in children in this situation, they mapped another social world arena map in which they centered on children's experiences. This methodological step is a contemplation towards collective action of children in child cultures as peer group research as introduced by William A. CORSARO (2003). In the interviews, children spoke very little about their class representative or the school conference. Instead, they highlighted more silent, short-term, and loose engagement. For example, they worked collectively to prevent their teacher from sending photographs of them to their parents on a school trip, which also points to an arena of children's privacy. In doing this map, EUNICKE de-centers power away from institutionalized forms of actions. Following Michel FOUCAULT (1978b [1976]), power is not only

---


7 The idea to follow the child relates to Arjun APPADURAI (1986) thoughts about following things through different -scapes (see CLARKE et al., 2018, for details).
oppressive but also productive and not owned by social worlds, but re-produced in everyday interactions by, for example, subjects who are not necessarily collectively organized: "Power passes through the individual who constituted it" (p.83). Rainer DIAZ-BONE (2013) argued that CLARKE was "locating power somewhat simply with those who rule, rather than conceiving of power as an organized effect that need not have a socio-structural center" (§20). With the third point we draw attention to researchers’ risk to render children invisible (again) as "passive subjects of social structures and processes" (PROUT & JAMES, 1990, p.8) in social worlds/arenas maps. [22]

Altogether, we illustrated with these three empirical and theoretical points the risk of rendering children's short-term and loose forms of collectivization invisible with a multitude of other highly institutionalized social worlds. In the following theses, we focus on two specific aspects of analyzing children in the position of implicated actors on social worlds/arenas maps. [23]

3.2 Thesis 2: Researchers cannot (yet) capture the intragenerational relations of children (as implicated actors)

In this project by Claudia GLOTZ, researchers used social worlds/arenas maps to investigate the relationship of children (e.g., as pupils) as implicated actors with various social worlds. CLARKE (2005) claimed that, by creating social worlds/arenas maps, researchers analyze relations of powerful actors and "actors who are silenced" (p.86); these are, in our case, the generational relations of adults and children. In the following section, we argue that by reconstructing children as implicated actors in social worlds/arenas maps, researchers cannot (yet) capture the intragenerational relations of implicated actors. Therefore, with this second thesis, we zoom into the map and focus on children as implicated actors and their intragenerational concerns. [24]

Many childhood studies researchers have referred to the generational order as an important concept in theorizing relations of and between children and adults (BÜHLER-NIEDERBERGER, 2020 [2011]). Samantha PUNCH (2020) declared that, next to the intergenerational order of childhood and adulthood, there are also intragenerational relations "which may shape the generational orderings" (p.134). Intragenerational relations of children emerge between siblings of different ages (PUNCH, 2005) or through their social positioning (BETZ, 2008). Tanja BETZ described how some children’s differences arise according to their pocket money: Some children have access to different leisure activities others cannot afford. Especially in school, inter- and intragenerational relations are relevant in relationships with peers and teachers (ECKERMANN, 2017). Hence, Friederike HEINZEL (2019) pointed out that in addition to intergenerational relationships, intragenerational relationships should also be considered in school because "overall, a fundamental generational constitution of the education and upbringing, development and socialization processes can be assumed, whereby daily intergenerational, as well as intragenerational interaction processes, recur and are formative in the elementary school" (p.283). Regarding social worlds/arenas maps, we raise the question of how intragenerational aspects of
interaction can also be considered, especially regarding the group of implicated actors. [25]

3.2.1 **Background of the project: The concept of dialogical learning in everyday school life**

Before discussing the way GLOTZ dealt with intragenerational relationships, we briefly explain the context of the project, which was located by GLOTZ in the field of German lessons.⁸ The researcher examined communicative action (REICHERTZ, 2013) of adults (teachers) and children (as pupils) in the elementary school classroom while writing texts. Specifically, GLOTZ reconstructed communicative action in teaching phases in the study which, according to the teachers, were conducted in accordance with the didactic concept of dialogical learning (RUF & GALLIN, 2014 [1999]). With the concept of dialogical learning, teachers aim to frame instruction as an exchange between adults and children. Therefore, teachers emphasize the children’s co-constructive part in the class design (ibid.). To answer the question of how adults and children create a social order by acting, GLOTZ analyzed reciprocal communicative action by considering the organizational setting. With recourse to the assumptions of communicative constructivism (KELLER, KNOBLAUCH & REICHERTZ, 2013), GLOTZ reconstructed relations of adults and children as well as the intragenerational relations of the children during these lessons. [26]

In the study, GLOTZ followed an ethnographic research style (BREIDENSTEIN, HIRSCHAUER, KALTHOFF & NIESWAND, 2020 [2013]). They collected data in several field visits over two years to different classes (grade 1-4) in an elementary school in Austria by combining participant observation with video and audio recordings, interviews, and artifact analysis (ibid.). GLOTZ integrated grounded theory coding procedures (STRAUSS & CORBIN, 1996 [1990]), sequence analytical procedures (DEPPERMANN, 2008 [2001]) and mapping procedures of SA (CLARKE et al., 2018) to analyze the data. [27]

3.2.2 **Empirical illustration: Children’s actions from an intragenerational perspective**

In this section, we discuss the thesis that in creating social worlds/arenas maps, GLOTZ reconstructed children as implicated actors in social worlds/arenas maps but could not (yet) capture the intragenerational relations of implicated actors. In her memos, GLOTZ identified the dominance of adults and the organizational dimension for interaction processes in lessons as a major category in the analytic process. Consequently, GLOTZ produced social worlds/arenas maps to reconstruct the actions of adults concerning institutional, social-organizational, and discursive dimensions (CLARKE et al., 2018). GLOTZ reconstructed different social worlds and the powerful position of adults. With the map, GLOTZ showed

---

⁸ This section is about GLOTZ’s doctoral thesis. Prior the start of the project, there was a presentation for all participants especially regarding ethical questions. Additionally, the exposé had to include a section on research ethics that was reviewed and approved by the doctoral advisory board of the Faculty of Linguistics and Literature at LMU Munich.
that boundaries between social worlds seemed fluid for adults, and participation in multiple worlds was necessary and meaningful for them. By contrast, children built a group of implicated actors. Based on GLOTZ's research interest, the challenge was the consideration of children's actions. This led GLOTZ to consider whether creating a map for implicated actors (children) could be a helpful addition for looking at intragenerational relationships. With the following passage, we argue how intragenerational order can change the working process in lessons:

"The pupils are working on a task in different locations in the classroom. Then suddenly, I see a pupil getting up and walking toward another pupil. The two pupils start talking to each other briefly and look around. Then they both get up and approach another pupil sitting on the carpet in front of the blackboard. Now, the three pupils begin to talk to each other and look around. The pupil on the carpet shakes their head and the two other pupils walk over to another pupil sitting at a table. When they get to see the teacher, the pupil sitting at a table stands up. Then all three of them approach the teacher. I hear one of the three pupils ask the teacher to transfer the session outside because of the nice weather. The teacher first looks at her watch and then out of the window. They seem to contemplate. At the same time, more and more pupils get up and join the other three pupils next to the teacher. Now there is a group of pupils - maybe nine or ten. Also, the other pupils in the room stop their work and look at the group formed around the teacher. The pupils start to talk all at once and jointly try to convince the teacher. After a short while, the teacher seems convinced and the children shout: "We're going outside!" I notice that a few pupils in the classroom say "Ohh ohh no!" while others start to pack up their work materials and leave the classroom" (observation protocol, no. 15). [28]

The reconstruction of the actions of joint groups is one part of social worlds/arenas maps and, with the vignette, we illustrated how children participated in decisions during the lessons. In this vignette, one child started an initiative and searched for partners who shared his interest. With the ever-increasing number of children, the pressure on the adult rose and, in the end, the children went outside. Therefore, the children created a collective group to enforce their interests. To catch the intragenerational order, GLOTZ zoomed in on the group of implicated actors. [29]

Firstly, with the vignette, we showed that there were differences between children. The first child selected partners and chose just three of the others. The reason for this selection was not apparent for the observer. There were different possibilities how the order was structured and it "can also be carried out in different ways" (PUNCH, 2020, p.134)—here children may be friends or part of the same peer-group in class. In lessons, children must meet the "curricular requirements of school and teaching and, at the same time, they act as part of a peer culture" (ECKERMANN, 2017, p.12). To create a map of social worlds/arenas, "the divergent perspectives of different collective actors are of great importance for the perception and definition of the various social worlds" (STRÜBING, 2021 [2004], p.120). As a result, GLOTZ analyzed different groups of implicated actors: children who (can) start a project, join the project by themselves, do nothing, and children who are not involved. [30]
Secondly, we wanted to point out that there were children who were not actively involved in this process. The child on the carpet was not part of this group and later they did not join the group that was formed around the adult. They did not want to or could not join the group. Such intragenerational relations, however, are also shaped by "gender, age, ethnicity and class" (PUNCH, 2020, p.134). Nevertheless, in the end, all children in the classrooms had to follow the first child's initiative and go outside. Although some children did not want to ("Oh no!") —they were not heard (or silenced) by other children or by the adult. In other words, they were the implicated of the implicated. [31]

With both examples, we showed how GLOTZ zoomed in to the group of implicated actors to illustrate these intragenerational relations between the pupils as implicated actors, because "interactions in the primary school classroom are accompanied by intergroup processes and social differentiation processes" (HEINZEL, 2019, p.284). Using the words of CLARKE et al. (2018), you can "do such maps perspectively—from the perspective of one particular social world in the arena" (p.253), we propose creating these maps from the perspective of the implicated actors. With the help of zooming in, different perspectives of children can be examined with social worlds/arenas. Considering "fresh ways into social science data" (CLARKE & STAR, 2008, p.128), one cannot concentrate on one group, but must zoom out again to reconstruct the position of children—as we argue in the next section. [32]

3.3 Thesis 3: Researchers cannot fully account for a relational understanding of children and childhood

In seeking to reimagine childhood studies, SPYROU et al. (2018) have advocated for a relational, connective, and linked approach to research children and childhood. This means that children's lives and childhood should not be examined solely on the micro level—as researchers in childhood studies preferred to see what they assumed as a "competent, agentic child" (p.11)—but should also be acknowledged beyond children's immediate environments. To do so, researchers need to "decenter children and childhood" by attending to "those entangled relations which materialize, surround, and exceed children as entities and childhood as phenomenon diversely across time and space" (p.6) and on various scales (ANSELL, 2009). Thus, we drew from the mapping techniques of CLARKE et al.'s (2018) SA to examine relationalities of the child and childhood. In doing so, we were following an examination of the child and childhood in which researchers must assume an analytical "relational posture not only toward bodies and persons but also toward objects, technologies, systems, epistemes, and historical eras" (SPYROU et al., 2018, p.6). With Thesis 3, we aim to bridge Thesis 1 and 2 (Sections 3.1 and 3.2) by focusing on the relationalities of children and childhood in social worlds/arenas maps. [33]

SPYROU et al. (2018) argued that, in order to understand a phenomenon (using political economy as an example), it would require both an understanding of how children and childhood are shaped by the phenomenon as well as how children and childhood are shaping the phenomenon. However, as previously pointed out,
when children are characterized as implicated actors, they are considered not to be involved in social action. CLARKE commented in a conversation with KELLER (2014), on the concept of implicated actors, as follows: "I sought to conceptualize actors in situations who were not themselves active—agentic—in that situation, but who were implicated by the actions of other actors" (§98). By using the term agentic, CLARKE seemed to suggest a static (actors/actants have agency or not) and dualistic (active/passive) understanding of agency. This is an understanding that we see as being in conflict with a relational understanding of agency and power, upon which, however, CLARKE et al. (2018) built in SA. In line with a relational understanding, researchers in childhood studies (e.g., ESSER, BAADER, BETZ & HUNGERLAND, 2016a; OSWELL, 2013) have proposed that agency is not to be understood as a property of actors/actants but as complex, situated, and collective performance, mediated by actors and materialities.

Whether and how researchers may account for a relational understanding of children and childhood with the concept of implicated actors becomes a central concern. Thus, the following questions for doing social worlds/arenas maps must be raised: How can we grasp multidimensional involvements of children (and childhood) in social worlds/arenas—as or beyond being implicated actors? [34]

3.3.1 Background of the project: Organizing family life in relation to home-based working

In the project "When Home is a Workplace," JANA MIKATS examined the situation of family life in relation to home-based working. They looked at people that were working in the same unit in which they lived together as a family with younger children (3-10 years) and their partners. To examine how family life was organized on spatiotemporal, material, and conceptual dimensions, MIKATS reconstructed practices of family life.

To conceptualize family life in relation to home-based working, MIKATS drew from the family practice approach (MORGAN, 2013) and an overall practice-theoretical framework (RECKWITZ, 2003; SHOVE, PANTZAR & WATSON, 2012). David MORGAN (2011) conceptualized family practices as daily, often taken-for-granted activities (rather than "rational calculation" [§10]) that are interrelated with wider social relations and meanings. Lynn JAMIESON (2020) welcomed this turn to relational approaches in family research, as, in doing so, researchers would avoid viewing families "as small groups of powerless individuals in the path of global forces" (p.221). Julie SEYMOUR (2020) further argued that, with relational approaches, researchers would recenter children in family research by focusing on "broader familial settings in which children's lives are experienced" (p.12). In these ways, researchers, using relational approaches

9 Relational agency is used here as an umbrella term to refer to recent developments to the concept of agency within the field of childhood studies. While this concept has many overarching similarities, researchers discern between nuanced theoretical differences (for details see ESSER et al., 2016a).

10 The research project is MIKATS' doctoral thesis, which they are completing in sociology at the University of Vienna. The exposé for the doctoral thesis had to include a separate section on research ethics that was reviewed and approved by the doctoral advisory board of the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Vienna prior to the start of the project.
in family research, also contribute to deepening the understanding of children and childhood. [36]

For the empirical study, MIKATS included 11 families (15 home-based workers: 11 women, 4 men; 6 male partners and 19 children) by using different qualitative methods: problem-centered interviews (WITZEL, 2000) with the home-based workers, photo interviews (KOLB, 2008) in combination with socio-spatial network games (SCHIER, SCHLINZIG & MONTANARI, 2015) with all family members as well as shadowing11 (CZARNIAWSKA, 2007). In the analysis of the data, analytical strategies of constructivist grounded theory methodology (CHARMAZ, 2014 [2006]) and SA (CLARKE et al., 2018) were used and combined (for details on this combination see BRÜCK, MIKATS & WEYRICH, 2023). [37]

MIKATS drew from social worlds/arenas “to locate the research project in its broader situation” (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.187). To create the map, MIKATS followed the advice of placing “the subject of your research” (CLARKE, FRIESE & WASHBURN 2015, p.175) in the center of the map and the social worlds around it. They, however, reconstructed the social worlds “from the perspective(s) of only one segment of one social world” (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.155), namely the family members. MIKATS undertook different adaptations of the social worlds/arenas map to correspond to the researched phenomenon and reconcile the key concepts. [38]

3.3.2 Empirical illustration: Grasping multidimensional involvements of children (and childhood)

In Figure 2, we show a version of the map with an arena—reconciliation of work and family life—in the middle. Here, both children and families can be understood as implicated actors. Their interests, needs, responsibilities, and deficits were presumably negotiated and defined by different social worlds, in which families or children were largely unable to participate or represent themselves. Children were implicated not only as family members, but also as children, while their parents had the option of collective (self-) representation as employees, self-employed or creative professionals. Children were dually implicated, suggesting that they were in a weaker position vis-à-vis parents as adults. However, in the following, we want to point out two challenges encountered by MIKATS by rendering children and families as implicated actors.

---

11 The aim of this method is to follow a person (or thing) for a specific time, meaning that the observation is not tied to a specific location and does not focus on the researcher’s participation in the situation, but detailed observation by the researcher.
First, in the reconstruction of practices, MIKATS identified the physical presence and absence of children in the home space as a central aspect of organizing family life in relation to home-based working (e.g., work tasks and children’s activities were mutually adapted when they were performed in co-presence). Therefore, agency, understood as “the capacity to do and to make a difference,” was "dispersed across an arrangement" (OSWELL, 2013, p.70)—of (present and absent) family and work-related elements—which, however, could not be examined when children were perceived as implicated and thus not involved in social action. [40]

Second, MIKATS did not draw on social worlds and arenas theory to conceptualize the situation (family life in relation to home-based working). Families could not be viewed as collectively organized actors because "they likely do not even know each other, much less share commitment to action as a collective"12 (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.154). We did not see a full alignment of the researchers’ underlying understanding of family as fluid and interrelated practices (see Section 3.3.1), and thus families could not be considered a social world. On the contrary, MORGAN (2013) emphasized that the boundaries of what is conceived as family need to be answered empirically, for instance by examining how family practices are co-constituted by intersecting practices of work and care. Thus, we recognize affinities between this perspective and the concept of the arena that, however, has been (predominantly) defined as a "discursive site" (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.148). Consequently, MIKATS adapted the mapping process to a practice-theoretical framework to facilitate the understanding of family as interrelated practices and children (and other family members) as carriers of those practices13. [41]

MIKATS was inspired by RECKWITZ’ (2003) understanding of society as a nexus of interrelated complexes of practices that are structured by two different modes: social fields, which thematically relate practices (i.e., economies or organizations) and forms of life, which structure everyday life as well as the life course of human actors in specific ways (i.e., milieus). However, social fields and forms of life consist of the same elements and practices (ibid.). By placing the situation—instead of the arena—in the middle of the map, MIKATS was able to illustrate

---

12 Whether families share a commitment to collective action certainly differs between research foci and theoretical standpoints.
13 For affinities between social worlds/arenas theory and practice theories see, for example, CLARKE et al., 2018; POHLMANN, 2020; STRÜBING, 2017; STRÜBING, 2021 [2004].
how different social fields intersected with practices of family life (as segments of a form of life) that were related and carried by the different family actors. [42]

By adapting social worlds/arenas maps in this way, MIKATS deepened the understanding that "scenes and sites of collective action [...] are fully present and quite consequential in the situation that the individuals being studied are describing and in which their specific (inter)actions take place" (CLARKE et al., 2018, p.155), even when these individuals had been characterized as implicated actors. Doing this map furthermore facilitated their understanding that all elements and levels or scales are the situation (see also ANSELL, 2009). By mapping social worlds/arenas as interrelated complexes of practices, MIKATS systematically thought about institutional and organizational elements (e.g., opening hours of childcare facilities or maternity leave regulations) that are (co-) constitutive for everyday family life and thus children and childhood and vice versa. With this analytical approach, MIKATS was able—in the words of SPYROU et al. (2018): "To identify and examine those entangled relations which materialize, surround and exceed children as entities and childhood as a phenomenon diversely across time and space" (p.8). [43]

Approaching the situation from this perspective allowed us a view on implicated actors beyond a merely discursive perspective (CLARKE et al., 2018). In the analysis of children's (non-discursive) involvements in practices, MIKATS was able to consider "the question of how children's participation in a variety of very different practice ensembles is connected to the potential for upsetting and challenging routines which, in turn, provides the potential for the development of more complex capacities to act" (BOLLIG & KELLE, 2016, p.45). So, children in their regular attendance of childcare institutions—as well as the refusal or incapacity (e.g., sickness or closing) to do so—challenged the daily organization of family life in relation to home-based working. Children and their physical absence and presence in the home space related to and re-shaped working and caring practices (for details see MIKATS, 2020). MIKATS directed thus their analytical interest towards "the discourses and practices in which different positions, forms of authority, responsibilities and access to resources are distributed across the generations" (ESSER, BAADER, BETZ & HUNGERLAND, 2016b, p.7). In short, we believe that researchers can undertake a relational, connective, and linked approach to researching children and childhood with social worlds/arenas maps—but only with appropriate conceptual and methodological adaptations. [44]

14 This also facilitates a perspective on children and childhood between and across institutions as ESSER and SCHRÖER (2019) have proposed as a trans-organizational approach.
4. Conclusion

In our research of children (as implicated actors) in social worlds/arenas maps in SA-projects, we raised methodological concerns that we discussed in this article based on three empirical projects. On one hand, we have shown the potential of social worlds/arenas maps for generational analysis of collective actions including adults and children. We connected this potential to the demand in childhood studies to think of childhood and adulthood relationally (FANGMEYER & MIERENDORFF, 2017) and not detached from each other. The social worlds/arenas maps were especially helpful for looking at the big picture of the situation and for understanding the constitution of the child, children, and childhood better. [45]

On the other hand, there are also challenges for the analysis and aspects the maps do "not grasp" (MATHAR, 2008, §24) without reconsidering the position of children. We addressed these challenges in three theses by focusing on 1. the institutionalization of childhood 2. intragenerational-interaction processes and 3. relationalities of children and childhoods in the context of social worlds/arenas. Based on theoretical insights of childhood studies and our own empirical experiences, we see possible shortcomings of social worlds/arenas maps for the analysis of children and/as (other possible) implicated actors (see Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3). To improve the analytical insight from the perspective of childhood studies, we propose questions that focus on children and implicated actors in social worlds/arenas maps in analogy to CLARKE et al.’s (2018) questions for social worlds/arenas analysis.

1. Considering the institutionalization of the childhood arenas: Does the researcher grasp the collective action of children in, connected to, and outside of institutions, besides (and with) institutionalized forms of collectivities, and in the situation of a growing institutionalization of childhood? Which (possibly loose, silence, and short-term) collective forms of actions (of children) does the researcher not (yet) grasp with the map?

2. Addressing intergenerational and intragenerational relations of children: Does the researcher grasp intragenerational relations between children as implicated actors? Which different or unequal relations between children can be examined in their collective action?

3. Accounting for relationalities of children and childhood: Does the researcher grasp multidimensional involvements of children (and childhood) in social worlds/arenas? Which dispersed and relational (with other human and non-human aspects) capacities to make a difference become visible by looking at implicated actors beyond a merely discursive perspective? [46]

CLARKE et al. described the gain of analyzing implicated actors as follows: "Through understanding the discursive construction of implicated actors and actants, analysis can grasp a lot about the social worlds, their arena(s), and some consequences of those constructions for the less powerful" (p.77). However, to understand not merely "some consequences of those constructions" (ibid.) for
children and childhood but to center on the involvement of the child, children and childhood in the situation, the question should not be whether the child is agentic or "a passive presence within overwhelming structural determinations" (Spyrou et al., 2018, p.7). Rather, the goal should be to examine "the relational and interdependent aspects of children's lives as well as the ethics and politics which characterize them" (p.6). Thus, it becomes necessary to broaden the conceptual toolbox of SA, and especially implicated actors, as we propose with this contribution. [47]
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